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The winner and runners-up in the 
competition for the Sapir Prize for 
Hebrew Literature for the best novel 

of 2013 were announced last week. The 
prize winner receives 150,000 shekels 
(about $42,000). The four other short-
listed writers, as well as the author of the 
book chosen as the best debut novel of the 
year, each receive 40,000 shekels. 

According to Mifal Hapayis, Israel’s 
national lottery, which initiated and fi-
nances the annual competition, the Sapir 
Prize, which is analogous to the British 
Man Booker Prize, was established “to en-
courage literary excellence and promote 
reading culture in Israel.” An important 
component of the prize is the Sapir Foun-
dation’s commitment to translate the win-
ning novel into Arabic and into another 
foreign language of the author’s choice.

In Israel, many important literary 
works are written in Arabic, too. Ala Hle-
hel, Raji Bathish and Samir Naqqash, to 
name but a few, are among the country’s 

outstanding Arabic writers. For the most 
part, however, the non-Arabic-reading 
public is not even aware of their works, 
even though Arabic is one of Israel’s of-
ficial languages, and the mother tongue 
of its Arab citizens (one-fifth of the popu-
lation) and of many Jews as well. A brief 
glance at the list of candidates for the Sa-
pir during its 14 years of existence shows 
that 168 authors have participated in the 
competition. But since the prize’s inaugu-
ration, in 2000, only one Arab author has 
ever been short-listed: Sayed Kashua, who 
writes in Hebrew. 

According to the website of Mifal 
Hapayis, the rules were changed in 2006 
so that novels written by Israelis in for-
eign languages and were translated into 

Hebrew and published in the past five 
years, can also be nominated. The change 
was meant to open the competition to au-
thors who write in Russian, Arabic, Eng-
lish and other languages. 

The problem is that since the closure 
in 2009 of Andalus Publishing House, 
which did exceptional and important work 
in translating and publishing in Hebrew 
books originally written in Arabic – Ara-
bic literature written in Israel simply does 
not exist in the cultural world of Hebrew 
readers. Moreover, books are nominated 
for the Sapir Prize by their publishers, and 
there are very few publishers of Arabic lit-
erature in Israel. In any event, the judges 
generally do not read Arabic, so they can-
not read these works – whether they have 
come out in Israel or were published in 
neighboring countries.

The nominations, the competition and 
the judges’ statement explaining their 
choices receive extensive media coverage. 
The authors gain exposure and copies of 
the winning book are distributed to pub-
lic libraries all over Israel. This promotes 
Hebrew works written in Israel,  makes 
their authors better known, and offers 

them a chance to win a handsome sum of 
money as well as prestige. 

On the other hand, authors who write in 
Arabic, both Arabs and Jews, are in effect 
excluded from the monetary prize and 
public exposure. They generally publish 
their works abroad, but for the literary 
world in Israel they simply do not exist. 

“Literary excellence” and “promotion of 
the reading culture” are reserved for He-
brew literature. 

Mifal Hapayis is a public-benefit corpo-
ration that is mandated to work on behalf 
of all of Israel’s citizenry and required 
to distribute its profits on an equal basis. 
Therefore, its investment in promoting lit-

erature should address the cultural and 
linguistic needs of all citizens of Israel, 
not only those of  Hebrew-readers. For 
this reason, as a step toward expanding 
the literary space so that it includes ev-
eryone, it is important to add to the Sa-
pir Prize a special category for a work in 
Arabic, named for an Arab writer citizen 
of Israel (the late Emil Habibi would be a 
good choice). 

The panel of judges would include Jew-
ish and Arab authors, and other intellec-
tuals and scholars who are immersed in 
Arabic; the winning work would receive 
media coverage comparable to its Hebrew 
counterpart. One component of the prize 
would be the work’s translation into He-
brew, and its publication and marketing, 
as well as distribution to public libraries.

Summaries of the Arab works nomi-
nated for the prize would be published 
alongside those of the Hebrew prize, along 
with the grounds for their submission and 
the judges’ considerations for short-listing 
candidates and for selecting the winners 
in both categories. This would expand the 
shared literary space and help it flourish. 

Arabic literature written in Israel 
would receive exposure to and recogni-
tion by the non-Arabic-reading public. It 
would also provide writers with an incen-
tive to write works in Arabic – books that 
would certainly enrich the cultural life of 
the society in Israel in general.

The writers are co-directors of the Shared Public 
Space project of Sikkuy: The Association for the 
Advancement of Civic Equality in Israel.

Andrew Esensten

“Thin Description: Ethnography and the African 
Hebrew Israelites of Jerusalem,” by John L. 
Jackson, Jr. Harvard University Press, 404 pages, 
$45

I
n May of 1967, at the height of the 
U.S. civil rights movement, a group 
of African Americans sold their 
possessions and migrated to Libe-
ria in West Africa. Convinced that 

black people would never be truly free 
in the United States, these self-identified 
Hebrew Israelites – descendants of Abra-
ham, Isaac and Jacob – arrived in the bush 
with Sears and Roebuck tents, machetes 
and the faith that Yah, as they referred 
to the God of Israel, would bless their 
utopian experiment if they rededicated 
themselves to his laws. 

Two years into the experiment, how-
ever, heavy rains had rotted the tents, 
food and money were scarce, and morale 
was low. Compelled by the spirit, or by 
Liberian authorities intent on deporting 
them, they proceeded to their ancestral 
homeland of Israel.

Their triumphal homecoming was 
short-lived, however. The first families 
to arrive in, late 1969 and early 1970, re-
ceived temporary visas and housing in the 
Negev while Israel’s religious authorities 
investigated their Jewish ancestry. The 
Chief Rabbinate eventually determined 
that they were not Jews according to hal-
akha (traditional Jewish law), but Chris-
tians who had embraced a Hebraic iden-
tity, which meant that the Law of Return 
did not apply to them. They were encour-
aged to convert but refused. As a result, 
the government stopped renewing their 
visas and barred more members seeking 
to join them from the United States from 
entering Israel.

With no legal standing here, those who 
managed to avoid arrest and deportation 
had to fend for themselves, working off the 
books for low wages and living in crowded 
apartments with no access to government 
services. This untenable situation exploded 
on April 22, 1986, when hundreds of Border 
Police surrounded the community’s village 
in Dimona to prevent them from marching 
to Jerusalem, where they intended to pro-
test the planned deportation of 46 members 
Twenty years later, after much political 
wrangling and the intervention of the U.S. 
Congress, the African Hebrew Israelites of 
Jerusalem would receive permanent resi-
dency and its youth would be serving in that 
same police force and in the Israel Defense 
Forces.

The dramatic, often painful, transfor-
mation of African Americans to Hebrew 
Israelites and then to Israelis is the sub-
ject of John L. Jackson, Jr.’s book – an en-
gaging though sometimes frustratingly 
evasive work of scholarship on a largely 
misunderstood community. The AHIJ, 
frequently referred to as Black Hebrews, 
have been dismissed as a cult for their 
unorthodox customs, such as fasting on 
the Sabbath, and their devotion to a char-
ismatic leader, Ben Ammi Ben Israel. 

But to Jackson, a professor of communi-
cation and anthropology at the University 
of Pennsylvania, and to others (includ-
ing myself) who are actively involved 
in studying the AHIJ, it is a group that 
demands to be taken seriously, “a truly 
global phenomenon with a social influence 
and historical significance that arguably 
outstrips its relatively obscured and mut-
ed place in most discussions of African 
American or Jewish life,” as he puts it.

Links to the ancients
The AHIJ is part of a long tradition of Af-

ricans in the Americas who have speculat-
ed, both orally and in print, about their links 
to the ancient Israelites. In his celebrated 
1789 slave narrative, Olaudah Equiano de-
scribed certain Hebraic customs that he 
said were practiced by his native people in 
West Africa, among them ritual circumci-

sion. In the 1920s, Rabbi Wentworth Mat-
thew preached in Harlem that the Israel-
ites were black – a message picked up and 
spread from city to city by various Hebrew 
Israelite groups, eventually reaching the 
South Side of Chicago, where the AHIJ was 
born in the mid-1960s.

Beyond their physical relocation to Is-
rael, the AHIJ have distinguished them-
selves from the other Hebrew “camps” in 
many other ways, notably through their 
veneration of Ben Ammi; their communal 
success in combating disease by promot-
ing a health-conscious lifestyle predicated 
on veganism and regular exercise; their 
frequent invocation of the “power to de-
fine,” to recast words and concepts so that 
they conform to the AHIJ’s particular 
Afrocentric, life-affirming ideology (this 
is what allows the Hebrews, for example, 
to state that Israel is located in northeast 
Africa and to refer to the Dead Sea, re-
nowned for its therapeutic properties, as 
the “Live Sea”); and their global agenda, 
which involves sharing their expertise in 
the fields of preventive health care and 
organic farming across the African con-
tinent. 

They are also adept, Jackson notes, at 
using digital media technologies to docu-
ment their exploits and connect their 
global membership.

There are approximately 3,000 He-
brews living in Israel today, along with 
hundreds more in places like Atlanta, New 
York, London, Johannesburg and Accra, 
Ghana. Jackson introduces us to some of 
the AHIJ’s more colorful members (and 
former members), including Sar Ahmadiel 
Ben Yehuda, the AHIJ’s “minister of in-
formation” and curator of the African/
Edenic Heritage Museum, which docu-
ments the African presence in the land of 
Israel throughout history; Cohane Ahbir, 
a community priest and martial arts in-
structor who was forced to flee his native 
Bermuda to avoid charges stemming from 
his involvement with a militant black pow-

er group; Cohane Michael Ben Levi, the 
New York-born head of the Guyana “ju-
risdiction” of the AHIJ and the author of 
a book outlining the differences between 
Jews and Israelites; and Nasik Asiel, the 
community’s former “international am-
bassador,” who spent decades recruiting 
members and high-profile friends for the 
AHIJ, but who not too long ago broke 
with the community and has accused Ben 
Ammi of ruling with an iron fist.

Who, exactly, is this man known to his 
followers as Abba Gadol (Great Father) 
and HaMashiach (the Messiah)? Born 
and raised in poverty, in Chicago, the 

former Ben Carter had “an electricity 
about him, a charisma that some people 
described as infectious and hypnotic,” 
Jackson writes. Qualities that seemed to 
make him an ideal candidate to serve as 
the AHIJ’s spiritual leader – a position he 
had to be cajoled into accepting, according 
to Jackson – even before he experienced 
a divine revelation in 1966 that propelled 
the group’s emigration project. 

He is not a former bus driver, a spu-
rious claim recycled by reporters and 
historians over the years that Jackson 
helpfully corrects. (He might have added 
that Prince Gavriel HaGadol, a childhood 

friend of Ben Ammi’s and one of his key 
advisers, drove a bus for the Chicago 
Transit Authority before departing for 
Liberia with his family in 1967.) Now 74, 
Ben Ammi continues to receive messages 
from Yah and share them with his flock, 
both in person to those living in Israel and 
via live webcast (for a $10 fee), as well as 
in dozens of books and pamphlets.

Lack of female voices
While Jackson does an admirable job of 

tracing the complex AHIJ story from dif-
ferent sources and angles, the absence of 
female voices and perspectives on life in 
the community is disappointing. One of the 
few women profiled in these pages is Zim-
reeyah, better known as Whitney Houston, 
who visited Dimona in 2003 (and reportedly 
expressed a longing on the day she died to 
return to Israel), but who did not identity 
as a Hebrew Israelite, at least not publicly. 

How do the young women who were born 
and raised in the community feel about its 
patriarchal structure? Do they accept “di-
vine marriage,” which permits men to take 
up to seven wives? Do they abide by the 
AHIJ’s strict cultural guidelines, which 
prohibit women from wearing makeup and 
driving cars? Jackson does not offer any in-
sights here, but he does hint at the tightrope 
that many younger Hebrews walk between 
“adherence and alienation.”

There is no AHIJ equivalent to the 
Amish “Rumspringa” (the period when 
teens venture outside of their communi-
ties to experience modern life before de-
ciding whether to commit to the church), 
though many youth approach their service 
in the IDF as an opportunity to explore an 
Israeli society from which they are mostly 
sheltered as children. 

On the topic of military service, I must 
take Jackson to task: The AHIJ did not 
“voluntarily enlist their high-school grad-
uates in the IDF”; those graduates have 
been obligated to serve alongside their 

Israeli Jewish peers since then-Interior 
Minister Avraham Poraz granted com-
munity members permanent residency 
status in 2003. (A handful of soldiers have 
opted to extend their mandatory service 
to become officers.) 

Moreover, it is inappropriate for Jack-
son to suggest that they, or their elders, 
“identify in many ways with the Palestin-
ian cause.” As part of my ongoing research 
on the AHIJ experience in the IDF, I have 
found that many Hebrew youth are deeply 
ambivalent about the political dimension 
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, while at 
the same time wholly committed to pro-
tecting their families and community – to 
the extent that some have joined combat 
units and fought on the front lines in Is-
rael’s recent military operations.

“Thin Description” is a sympathetic 
portrait of the AHIJ, one that only alludes 
to or ignores entirely some of the more 
controversial aspects of their ideology and 
history, such as their early anti-Semitic 
rhetoric and militant posturing, their use 
of corporal punishment on children, and 
allegations of sexual abuse  beyond the 
single case of pedophilia that was brought 
to court (the defendant was recently found 
guilty and is awaiting sentencing).

Early on, Jackson offers the following 
disclaimer: “There is so much that I do 
not share in this book, cannot or simply 
will not, a plethora of secrets kept, stories 
not shared, purposefully confounded, for 
better or worse.”

In my opinion, it is for worse. What is 
an anthropologist’s task if not to produce 
an in-depth, nuanced study of a commu-
nity, warts and all? And by telling us that 
he has chosen to withhold information “to 
protect the community from certain kinds 
of public vulnerability” – isn’t he, in fact, 
inviting further scrutiny by insinuating 
that they have something to hide?

Jackson anticipates these criticisms, 
describing his work as “an ethnography 
that is not one, if such a rubric demands 
full disclosure in the name of social sci-
ence, if it requires producing the fiction 
of full and complete knowledge.” 

The expectation that ethnographers 
must, or even can, provide objective, de-
finitive, so-called thick descriptions of 
the behaviors of the people they study, 
Jackson argues, is unrealistic and even 
arrogant. So he makes a case for “thin 
description”: a smaller-scale approach to 
conducting ethnography that privileges 
storytelling, and all of the “purposeful 
cover-ups” that go along with it, over the 
mere “circulation of facts.” 

By challenging the axiom that “ethnog-
raphy is thick description,” Jackson has 
cleverly taken a page from the AHIJ’s own 
“power-to-define,” counter-hegemonic 
playbook. Yet even he admits that many 
anthropologists will reject his formulation 
of “thin description” out of hand for being 
inadequate and unscientific.

As a final note, I think Jackson would 
agree with me that the Hebrews find them-
selves at a turning point after nearly 50 
years outside of the United States. Many 
of the founding fathers are pushing 80, 
putting the AHIJ’s claim that physical im-
mortality is attainable to the test each day. 
Meanwhile, younger Hebrews are assimi-
lating to a greater extent than ever before, 
a process that begins when they enlist in the 
IDF and might continue when they appear 
on a reality television show in clothing that 
violates the AHIJ dress code , or take a job 
in a restaurant that serves non-vegan food, 
or marry outside of the community. In Oc-
tober, a defector from the AHIJ who still 
lives in Israel told this newspaper  that the 
community is “over,” adding: “The newer 
generations are leaving. There’s nothing to 
go back to. There’s no continuity.”

So, what does the future hold for the Af-
rican Hebrew Israelites? “Yah,” Jackson 
writes, “will decide.”

The writer, a former staff writer for Haaretz English 
Edition, lived with the African Hebrew Israelites for 
14 months and is writing a book about them.

Adding a special category for a work in Arabic to the  Sapir Prize would be a  
step toward expanding Israel’s literary space so that it includes everyone.
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Many of the founding fathers of the community are 
pushing 80, putting to the test each day the AHIJ’s 
claim that physical immortality is attainable.
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Since the prize’s inauguration, 
in 2000, only one Arab 
author has ever been short-
listed: Sayed Kashua, and 
he writes in Hebrew.

Spiritual leader Ben Ammi Ben Israel dances at last year’s “New World Passover” fest.


